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Abstract
The possibility that primordial black hole binary mergers of stellar mass can explain the
signals detected by the gravitational-wave interferometers has attracted much attention. In
this scenario, primordial black holes can comprise only part of the entire dark matter, say,
of order 0.1 %. This implies that most of the dark matter is accounted for by a different
component, such as Weakly Interacting Massive Particles. We point out that in this situa-
tion, very compact dark matter minihalos, composed of the dominant component of the dark
matter, are likely to be formed abundantly in the early Universe, with their formation redshift
and abundance depending on primordial non-Gaussianity. They may be detected in future
experiments via pulsar observations.
1 Introduction
Binary mergers of primordial black holes (PBHs) [1, 2, 3]1 of stellar mass have been recently
proposed as an explanation for the gravitational waves [8] detected by the gravitational-wave in-
terferometers [9, 10, 11] (see also Ref. [12] for an overview). In this scenario, primordial black holes
may comprise only part of the entire dark matter, say, around 0.1 % [10]. This implies that the
most of the dark matter is accounted for by a different component, such as Weakly Interacting
Massive Particles (WIMPs) [13]. Among various mechanisms for PBH formation [14], the collapse
of primordial fluctuations, enhanced on small scales relative to large-scale fluctuations, is most
often discussed in the literature, and we focus here on this mechanism. In order to produce a
sufficient number of PBHs, in most cases, the power spectrum or the root-mean-square amplitude
of primordial fluctuations has to be enhanced considerably on scales corresponding to the masses
of PBHs under consideration relative to the amplitude of primordial fluctuations on large scales
[15], as determined by the experiments measuring cosmic microwave background (CMB) radia-
tion [16]. This enhancement leads to potentially observable CMB spectral distortions [17, 18, 19]
or a stochastic gravitational wave background [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], in addition to the
formation of PBHs. This enhancement also leads to the formation of compact dark matter mini-
halos at redshifts substantially larger than those for standard structure formation [18]. How much
1See Refs. [4, 5] for observational limits on PBHs on various masses and see Refs. [6, 7] for numerical simulations
of PBH formation.
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primordial power needs to be enhanced on small scales depends on primordial non-Gaussianity,
when the abundance of PBHs is fixed [28, 29, 23, 19]. In this paper, we show that ultracompact
minihalos (UCMHs), which can be detectable by future pulsar-timing experiments, can be formed
abundantly provided that we assume that PBHs account for those black holes whose existence
has been revealed by the gravitational-wave interferometers. We also show how this conclusion
depends on primordial non-Gaussianity. See also Ref. [30] for a related study that focuses on ther-
mal freeze-out dark matter. We note however that the increasingly sensitive direction detection
limits on WIMPs are focusing attention on dark matter particles that may not have a detectable
annihilation or scattering signature, and our discussion below applies to generic (cold) dark matter
particles.
2 UCMHs associated with stellar-mass PBHs
If the stellar-mass PBH formation probability is relatively large, with such stellar-mass PBHs
being a sub-dominant component of the dark matter, then UCMHs comprised of the dominant
component of the dark matter such as WIMPs are expected to be formed abundantly [18], unless
matter fluctuations are not erased by free streaming or interactions on the corresponding scales
[31]. However, when and how many UCMHs are formed depend on primordial non-Gaussianity
[29, 23, 19], as shown below.
First, the mass of a PBH is roughly given by the mass of radiation within the comoving length
of the region collapsing to a PBH at the moment when this scale reenters the horizon. On the other
hand, the mass of the dark matter within the same comoving scale is smaller by a factor a/aeq,
assuming PBHs are formed at the scale factor a. Hence, the mass scale M of UCMHs associated
with PBHs with mass MH is
M ∼ a
aeq
MH =
(
MH
Meq
)1/2
MH ∼ 6× 10−8M⊙
(
MH
10M⊙
)3/2
, (1)
notingMH ∼ t ∼ a2. Note that the horizon mass at equality appearing here isMeq ≃ 2.8×1017M⊙
[23]. The damping scale of WIMPs is model dependent [31] and can be smaller than the above
UCMH mass. The free-streaming scale is also very small for Planckian interacting dark matter
[32]. This argument for UCMH formation associated with stellar-mass PBHs would also apply
to PBHs much lighter than the typical UCMH mass above, say 10−12M⊙, being the dominant
component of the dark matter, as considered in Ref. [33]. The free-streaming scale of PBHs is at
most on the order of the Hubble radius at their formation, and hence the effect of free streaming
on non-linear structures that formed later is practically zero.
Let us assume a delta-function-type spectrum of the curvature perturbation leading to PBH
formation:
P = A2kδ(k − k∗). (2)
The root-mean-square amplitude of density perturbations is [35]
σ(z) =
2AD1(a)
5Ωm0H20
k2∗T (k∗), (3)
where D1(a) = a during the matter domination and for k ≫ keq the transfer function is [34]
T (k) =
12k2eq
k2
ln
k
8keq
. (4)
The above formula reflects the logarithmic growth during radiation domination after horizon reen-
try, and also the growth in proportion to the scale factor during matter domination. Let us
introduce z∗ by σ(z∗) = 1. At around this redshift, all the dark matter in the Universe would
collapse to UCMHs. The corresponding scale factor a∗ is written as
a∗ =
5Ωm0H
2
0
24Ak2eq
(
ln
k∗
8keq
)−1
. (5)
UCMH formation for a fixed PBH formation probability depends on the statistics of primordial
perturbations. In Refs. [29, 23, 19], the following phenomenological non-Gaussianity model was
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used:
P (ζ) =
1
2
√
2σ˜Γ(1 + 1/p)
exp
[
−
( |ζ|√
2σ˜
)p]
. (6)
This reduced to a Gaussian PDF when p = 2. If we fix the parameter p and the PBH abundance
β, the amplitude A is determined, then the redshift of UCMH formation z∗ is also correspondingly
determined.
The amplitude A is determined by the non-Gaussian parameter p and the PBH abundance β
by
A =
[
2Γ(1 + 3/p)
3Γ(1 + 1/p)
]1/2
2−1/2ζc
[Q−1(1/p, 2β)]1/p
. (7)
We choose the threshold of PBH formation ζc = 0.67. See Ref. [19] for a discussion about this
choice of threshold. We set β = 10−11, which corresponds to f = ΩPBH/ΩDM ∼ 0.001 at a PBH
mass of 10M⊙ [23]. The redshift z∗ as a function of p is shown in Fig. 1. Thus, UCMH formation is
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Figure 1: The UCMH formation redshift z∗ as a function of the non-Gaussian parameter p, as-
suming stellar-mass PBHs comprise 0.1% of the dark matter, whereas the mass of dark matter
particles of the dominant component is much smaller than ∼ 10−7M⊙.
rather generic, and for p > 0.4, UCMHs are formed shortly after equality. Note that before equality
dark matter overdensities δ can collapse when they are locally matter-dominant (δρm ∼ ρR), that
is δ ∼ aeq/a, and hence UCMH formation well before equality is suppressed. UCMH formation is
avoided when extreme non-Gaussianity is realized, such as in the model of [29] or for even smaller
values of p. One can repeat the above calculations for other types of non-Gaussianity, such as
local-type, quadratic or cubic non-Gaussianity, as in Refs. [23, 19]. However, the above p-type
non-Gaussianity is most generic, in the sense that a wider range of σ can be realized for a fixed
abundance of PBHs. See Fig. 5 of Ref. [19]. The values of p which give the same value of σ for
each fNL, setting β = 10
−11, are shown in Fig. 2.
Figure 2: The values of p which give the same value of σ for each fNL, setting β = 10
−11. We find
p→ 0.72 for fNL →∞.
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After UCMHs are formed, they would lose part of their mass due to tidal effects during large-
scale structure formation and also within our galaxy, and this mass loss might have important
implications for the detectability of UCMHs. First, let us note that the dark matter, which may or
may not be in the form of UCMHs, would accumulate around PBHs. In a homogeneous, matter-
dominated Universe, the mass of a dark matter halo surrounding a PBH grows in proportion to the
scale factor [36], so most of the dark matter would be bound in structures surrounding PBHs at
redshift of order unity, if the fraction of PBHs in the dark matter is 0.001 and in addition if other
kinds of inhomogeneities were absent. This shows that the enhancement of structure formation
due to the presence of PBHs is negligible, since standard structure formation, seeded by standard
nearly-scale-invariant primordial fluctuations, takes place at redshifts of order ten. During this
epoch, most UCMHs would become part of larger-scale structures.2
After UCMHs become part of larger halos, in the region where our galaxy is formed, their
hosts would experience disk shocking to lose O(10)% of their mass at a distance ≃ 8.5kpc from
the Galactic center, as shown later. That is, a significant fraction of UCMHs would be liberated
from their hosts. Since these liberated UCMHs had been gravitationally bound by their host halos
only relatively loosely, their tidal stripping due to the global tides of these host halos would not
be so significant. However, these liberated UCMHs would further experience disk shocking in our
galaxy, which we estimate as follows. As shown later, the energy per unit mass gained by particles
comprising UCMHs as a result of one disk crossing is ∆E ∼ GRr2Σd(R)2/M(R), where r is the
radius of UCMHs, R = 8.5kpc is the distance from the Galactic center and Σd(R) is the disk surface
mass density at R and M(R) is the total mass of our galaxy enclosed within R. The magnitude
of the gravitational potential Φ of UCMHs would be Φ ∼ Gm/r, where m is the mass of UCMHs.
Denoting the number of disk crossings by N , the ratio N∆E/Φ would measure effectiveness of
disk shocking. It can be written as ∼ RΣ2d(R)/[M(R)ρm(a∗)] ∼ 0.2(a∗/0.01)3, setting N = 100.
Hence, disk shocking of UCMHs would not be so significant. Note that even if UCMHs lose some
fraction of their mass, they are still detectable by pulsar timing as long as their mass is larger
than the detectable threshold mass by pulsar timing, which can be significantly smaller than the
original UCMH mass of ∼ 1026g that we consider. On the other hand, the hosts of UCMHs are
formed at lower redshifts, and hence their tidal stripping by disk shocking is more effective, and
they lose O(10)% of their mass, as discussed more in detail in the next section.
A PBH fraction of order 10−2 on the mass scale 1026g should be probed in future by pulsar
timing [39], due to additional acceleration of the observed pulsars from close encounters with
PBHs, and this equally implies that UCMHs associated with stellar-mass PBHs would also be
probed in the future by pulsar timing. The UCMH radius is a∗/k∗ ∼ 1000AU, for k∗ = 106Mpc−1
and a∗ = 10
−3. This is comparable to the minimum impact parameter for pulsar timing, so the
assumption of point masses adopted in Ref. [39] to discuss PBHs would be justifiable also in the
context of UCMHs. Probing minihalos formed from the standard nearly-scale-invariant primordial
fluctuations by pulsar timing is discussed in Ref. [40].
2Structure formation on scales larger than k−1
∗
may also take place after UCMHs are formed, but in order to fully
clarify this issue, one would need cosmological simulations assuming a sharp spike in the primordial spectrum, as
we have assumed in this paper. For Gaussian fluctuations one may also apply the standard analytical method such
as Press–Schechter formalism [37] to quantify this effect, but this formalism is based on the density perturbation
smoothed over different scales, larger than k−1
∗
in the current context. Mostly, window functions such as real-space
top-hat, Gaussian or sharp-k filter [38], are often used, but in the case of the delta-function spectrum, structure
formation on scales larger than k−1
∗
is highly sensitive to the choice of the window function. For instance, it is highly
suppressed if we use the sharp-k filter or Gaussian window function [18, 35]. In this case, UCMHs, abundantly formed
at high redshifts as a result of the collapse of primordial perturbations with comoving wave number k∗ would simply
become part of standard larger-scale halos before experiencing mergers among UCMHs. On the other hand, if we
use the real-space top-hat window function, structure formation seeded by the delta-function spectrum on scales
larger than k−1
∗
would be more efficient. If initially-formed UCMHs become part of larger halos whose formation
time and mass are relatively close to the formation times and original masses of UCMHs, then the formed halos
themselves may be regarded as UCMHs, which may also survive and be detectable by pulsar timing. On the other
hand, some UCMHs would become part of halos seeded by the delta-function spectrum whose formation time is
significantly later than that of UCMHs and whose mass is significantly larger than UCMHs, in this case, UCMHs
would retain their original mass, and later on, if their host becomes part of our galaxy, the host may experience
significant mass loss, and UCMHs may get liberated, to be observed by pulsar timing.
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3 Disk shocking of the host halos of UCMHs
Let us present the Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW) profile and a few of its properties following Ref.
[41]:
ρ(r)
ρc(z)
=
δ
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
. (8)
We define the virial radius as the radius within which the mean density is v = 178 times the critical
density ρc(z) (see Ref. [41] and references therein). The characteristic density δ is given in terms
of the concentration c = rv/rs as
δ =
vc3g(c)
3
, g(c) =
1
ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c) . (9)
The mass within the virial radius is Mv = (4/3)pir
3
vvρc(z). The mass enclosed within s = r/rv is
[41]
M(s) = 4piδρc(z)r
3
s
∫ x
0
x2dx
x(1 + x)2
= g(c)
[
ln(1 + cs)− cs
1 + cs
]
Mv, (10)
noting
∫ x
xdx/(1 + x)2 = ln(1 + x)− x/(1 + x). M(s = 1) =Mv, as it should be. This behaves as
M(s) ≃ g(c)Mvr2/(2r2s) for cs≪ 1. The gravitational potential is
Φ(s) = −
∫ ∞
r
GM(r)
r2
dr = g(c)GMvr
−2
s
[∫ ∞
x
ln(1 + x)
x2
dx−
∫ ∞
x
1
x(1 + x)
dx
]
= −g(c)V 2v
ln(1 + cs)
s
, V 2v =
4
3
piGr2vvρc(z). (11)
Note that Φ(s) ≃ −(c − c2s/2)g(c)V 2v for cs ≪ 1. Once a halo becomes part of a larger halo,
the evolution of halos would be mainly determined by tidal stripping, instead of accretion. In this
case, the halo profile may be well described by the NFW profile before becoming part of a larger
halo, truncated at some radius rt due to tidal stripping experienced after becoming part of a larger
halo.
The non-dimensional matter power spectrum for a Harrison-Zel’dovich-Peebles spectrum is [34]
∆2(k) =
k3P (k)
2pi2
= δ2H
(
k
H0
)4
T 2(k)
(
D1(a)
D1,0
)2
, (12)
where δH ∼ 4.6 × 10−5, T (k) = 12k2eq/k2 ln(k/keq) for k ≫ keq ≃ 0.01Mpc−1, D1(a) = a during
matter domination, and D1,0 ≃ 0.8. Let us consider some comoving scale r ∼ pi/k, which reaches
turnaround at redshift z with Rturn ≃ ar0/2 [42]. The eventual virial radius is rv ∼ Rturn/2, hence
we have k = pia/4rv. For the wavenumber corresponding to rv = 10kpc, the amplitude becomes
∆(k) ≃ 1 at z ≃ 6. That is, minihalos orbiting around 10kpc from the Galactic center became part
of a non-linear region at z ≃ 6, assuming that region was typical, at which growth due to accretion
from the background Universe halted. After this moment, the evolution of such minihalos would
be characterized by tidal stripping.
Hence we consider minihalos described by the above NFW profile at z = 6 as an example, and
we estimate the truncation radius determined by disk shocking due to the Galactic disk as follows.
Note that the collapsed fraction of the Universe at z = 6 is ∼ 60% according to an ellipsoidal
collapse model employed in Ref. [43].
The change ∆vz of the particle velocity relative to the minihalo in one passage through the
Galactic disk at distance R from the Galactic center is [44]
∆vz ≃ 2zgm(R)
V (R)
, (13)
where z is the position of the particle relative to the center of the minihalo, V (R) =
√
GM(R)/R
is the velocity of the minihalo and gm is the maximum acceleration due to the disk. gm is related
to the disk surface density at a distance R from the Galactic center via [45]
gm(R) = 2piGΣd(R). (14)
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We use Σd(R) = Σ0 exp(−R/Rd), with (Σ0, Rd) = (753M⊙pc−2, 3kpc), (182M⊙pc−2, 3.5kpc) for
the thin and thick disk, respectively [46]. Note that V (R) should be determined by the bulge mass
and the dark matter mass, as well as the disk mass. We assume that the bulge mass is 8.9×109M⊙
[46], and also that the dark matter profile of the Milky Way galaxy is
ρ(r) =
0.0125M⊙pc
−3
(r/rs)(1 + r/rs)2
, rs = 17kpc. (15)
We set R to the solar radius R⊙ of 8.5 kpc [46]. The energy gain per unit mass is
∆E(R, r) ≃ 2r
2g2m(R)
3V 2(R)
, (16)
where z2 has been replaced by (1/2)
∫
d cos θr2 cos2 θ = r2/3. For particles which rotate sufficiently
fast around the minihalo center, the above energy gain would be suppressed. Hence we multiply
the above ∆E by the adiabatic correction factor A(x) = (1+x2)−3/2, with the adiabatic parameter
x = ω(r)τ(R) [47]. The orbital frequency is ω(r) = v(r)/r =
√
Gm(r)/r3, and τ(R) = H/V (R) is
the disk crossing time with H denoting the half-thickness of the disk, for which we choose H = 100
pc. For cs≪ 1 as well as x≫ 1,
A(x) ≃
(
g(c)GMv
2r2sr
)−3/2
τ−3(R). (17)
The number of disk crossings over a time period of TMW = 10 Gyr is
Ncross(R) =
V (R)TMW
piR
. (18)
Particles at r, relative to the minihalo’s center, which orbits at distance R from the Galactic
center, would gain an energy of order Ncross(R)∆E(R, r). If it exceeds the absolute magnitude
of the gravitational potential of the minihalo at r, then such particles would leave the minihalo.
Hence we assume the minihalo is truncated at rt, which satisfies
Ncross(R)∆E(R, rt)A(x) = −Φ(st = rt/rv). (19)
Note that virial radius rv here is that specified at redshift z = 6, at which the minihalo has not
experienced significant tidal stripping. As a result, the minihalo’s mass becomes m(rt).
The above equation can be rewritten as
s3tA[x(st)] = c1g(c) ln(1 + cst), c1 =
2pivV 2(R)Gρc(z)
Ncross(R)g2m(R)
≃ 0.028, (20)
and also
ω(r)τ(R) = c2
(
g(c)
s3
[
ln(1 + cs)− cs
1 + cs
])1/2
, c2 =
(
4pivGρc(z)
3
)1/2
τ(R) ≃ 1.5× 10−3.
(21)
Hence, st does not depend on the initial mass of the minihalo. It turns out that the dependence
of st ≃ c1/31 on concentration is also weak and for c > 10, st ≃ c1/31 ≃ 0.3. Let us introduce
η(c) ≡ M(st)
Mv
=
ln(1 + cc
1/3
1 )− cc1/31 /(1 + cc1/31 )
ln(1 + c)− c/(1 + c) . (22)
We find η = 0.43, 0.68, 0.8, 1 for c = 10, 100, 1000,∞. Standard halos have concentration of 10
or larger with logarithmic dependence on mass and hence these halos would have lost O(10) %
of their masses according to this estimate, which is also consistent with the order-of-magnitude
argument in the previous section. To conclude, O(10) % of UCMHs have likely been liberated from
their hosts at distance 8.5 kpc from the Galactic center, and their mass would not be significantly
smaller than their initial mass at formation, as discussed in the previous section. Hence, they
would probably be detectable by future pulsar-timing experiments.
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4 Discussion
The level of non-Gaussianity needed to avoid expected UCMH limits discussed here is even stronger
than that required to avoid current/future pulsar timing limits on induced gravitational waves as-
sociated with PBH formation [23]. Our conclusion is that UCMHs associated with PBHs are likely
to survive until today without experiencing substantial mass loss, whereas in Ref. [35] we conser-
vatively neglected minihalos which are formed as a result of enhanced small-scale primordial power
and which become part of larger standard halos, when deriving upper limits on primordial power
on small scales by gamma rays or neutrinos from those minihalos. In that work, the enhancement
of primordial power was less substantial than that in this paper, which implies later formation
redshifts and shallower gravitational potential wells of formed minihalos, so the mass loss of these
minihalos during hierarchical structure formation would be correspondingly more important.
Recently, PBHs with masses 10−11M⊙ < M < 10
−6M⊙ have been constrained in Ref. [48].
One may wonder whether compact dark matter halos can also be constrained by microlensing. The
Einstein radius for a point mass M is
R2E =
4GM
c2
D, D ≡ D2L
(
1
DL
− 1
DS
)
. (23)
Let us consider a point mass with 10−6M⊙ and D = 100 kpc as an example. The Einstein radius
is ∼ √rsD ∼ 106 km, and a clump with ρ ∼M/R3E ∼ 10−22M⊙km−3 would yield a lensing signal
similar to a point mass. The current critical density is 1011M⊙Mpc
−3 ∼ 10−37M⊙km−3, and hence
objects which collapsed as early as matter-radiation equality would not reach such a high density.
Excitingly, M31b may have an earth mass PBH, at a 1% level in terms of possible dark matter
fraction [49]. The corresponding UCMHs are probably too small to be detectable by pulsar timing,
since the detectable smallest mass of PBHs was shown to be around 1022g in Ref. [39], but they
could affect the Kuiper Belt [50].
Compact objects might also be probed by astrometry [51]. In order for a point mass with M⊙
to cause velocity change ∆v of order 1km/s of an observed star, the impact parameter b has to be
∼ 1011m [52]. The dark matter density near the Sun is ∼ 0.01M⊙pc−3. Let us assume compact
objects of M⊙, such as primordial black holes, account for the entire dark matter. Then the
number density n of such objects is ∼ 0.01pc−3. The probability of a star acquiring ∆v ∼ 1km/s
per second due to a close encounter with such an object is b2vn ∼ 10−23s−1, with the relative
velocity v = 100km/s. If a billion stars are observed for a year, the event rate is 10−7, so probing
small compact objects with astrometry would probably be challenging. This rate is in proportion
to the mass of compact objects, so probing smaller objects is even more difficult.
Future astrometry experiments such as Small-Jasmine may also measure proper motions of
stars in a nearby dark-matter-dominated dwarf galaxy such as Sculptor [54]. Typical velocities v
of stars are 10km/s, and we assume these are related to the mass of the total dark matter M inside
a radius of R = 100pc via v2 = GM/R. A star would acquire a velocity change ∆v on the order of
Gm/bv due to a close encounter with a compact object with impact parameter b, where m = 1026g
is the mass of the compact object. For ∆v = 1km/s, b ∼ 106m, and this velocity change arises
over a time-scale of 100s. The event rate Γ is written as Gmv/R2(∆v)2, which is estimated to be
Γ ∼ 10−26s−1. We will further consider such dynamical signatures in a follow-up paper.
We have mentioned additional acceleration of observed pulsars caused by close encounters with
UCMHs, associated with the existence of stellar-mass PBHs, but there is another effect, which
is the Shapiro time delay. This latter effect probes larger-mass PBHs or dark matter halos [55].
See also Ref. [56]. In addition to gravitational or dynamical signals associated with UCMHs,
there could be further signals from these UCMHs, if the dark matter annihilation is sufficiently
efficient. For instance, they can give local ionization hot spots that could be an ionization source
in molecular clouds [57].
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